Volunteer with WaterFire Sharon!

Did you know it takes over 300 volunteers to produce each WaterFire Sharon festival? These volunteers don’t just work on the days of each event, many work year-round to make it happen!

Without volunteers, we could not light even one brazier! Our volunteers assist in all aspects of the event:

- Hanging and taking down “No parking” signs
- Setting up barricades/road closures
- Putting out all the festival signage
- Setting up chairs, tables, tents, stages
- Registering volunteers
- Working in the merchandise tent
- Working in the children’s tent
- Keeping the festival grounds clean
- Building the braziers in the morning
- Tending to the braziers in the evening
- Putting everything away at night

WaterFire volunteers come from all walks of life and we appreciate what each individually contributes to the team. Our network of volunteers have become a family through the years, and we are always looking to welcome new personalities into the family!

If you would be interested in joining our WaterFire Sharon family, please contact our volunteer coordinator at jstanko@waterfiresharonpa.org

WaterFire Sharon is a non-profit arts and cultural organization. We cannot successfully accomplish what we do without the contributions from our sponsors. Did you know that to produce each WaterFire festival costs about $90,000? Help us to keep providing this amazing event that has helped to revitalize our region through the arts.

Be a sponsor today by visiting us at waterfiresharon.org
Every donation, big or small, helps to sustain WaterFire Sharon for years to come!
8:15 “Rule Britannia”
John Corigliano
8:16 “God Save the Queen”
Daniel Barenboim, piano
9:20 “Think of Me”
Angela Grace
9:24 “Love Never Dies”
Angela Grace
9:44 Just Two Guitars
Tyler Guerrieri & Brian Williams
8:32 & 9:44
Just Two Guitars
Tyler Guerrieri & Brian Williams

*Live Performances*

FROM THE BOAT
*7:47 • “Eight Days a Week”
Dan Hogan & Brianna Bojewski (duet)
*7:50 • “Make You Feel My Love”
Brianna Bojewski
*7:53 • “Brown Eyed Girl”
Dan Hogan
*8:59 • “It Won’t Be Long”
Brianna Bojewski
9:01 • “Your Song”
Dan Hogan
9:05 • “All I Ask of You”
Dan Hogan & Brianna Bojewski (duet)